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About This Game

Inevitability is a game where you can build your own starships part by part in a massive randomly generated universe. With eight
different factions spanning four alien races you can help them or plunder them for scrap and new parts!
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Other features include:

Sandbox mode- Explore the cosmos with unlimited resources and no threat of being raided by angry factions.

Community Ships- Upload your ship in the ship building menu and others will see your ship exploring the cosmos in a
future update!

Technology Tree- Upgrade your fleet of star-ships and stations with new parts that you find throughout the universe.

 Play the game how you want- If you want to be an economic powerhouse making smart trades for new parts and drones
that mine for your automatically or a ruthless space pirate that kills everything it comes in contact with you can do it!

New free updates constantly- We plan on supporting Inevitability with new features for a long time and have some big
plans for future additions.
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From the community- Extremely receptive to the community. Every one of our updates includes some features either
inspired by the community or directly from them. We love hearing for you guys!
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Title: Inevitability
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
SFS Studios
Publisher:
SFS Studios
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Game got great potential but it needs lots of update. Game mechanic is unbalanced. Code filled with anomally that makes game
unbalanced and hard to play.
Graphics, sound and music are great.. This game uses space and motion in a way that I wish most VR games did. The gameplay
ranges from casual from demanding and feels unique.. Only 13 minutes of usage in Steam, but this is my main video-player ever
since I bought it.

Zoom works like a lot of free players, but the smoothing of movie is where it excells. Playing MP4 files with ZOOM compared
to WinAMP and MS Media Player *blegh* is a difference between having a smooth playback and blocks from time to time.

Only problem I think is configuration. Somehow the settings have been made way too complicated, even when it comes to
simple stuff like 'play all videos from start' are hard to find.... A very nice (mostly) commuter route addition for TS. The
scenery is quite impressive but throughout the route, low frame rates are a problem. For me it was worth the sacrifice however.
The locomotives that come with the route seem well done although I'm not from the UK and have never seen one IRL. The
scenarios all work properly and are interesting to varying degrees. I was impressed with the amount of traffic in some. Seemed
unusual for standard release scenarios. Overall quite pleased. I enjoyed the line enough that I've picked up most of the DLC that
work on it.

The route is not flat - there are hills of a sort, but they're long with very low grades. Quite easy to drive. For those unfamiliar
with the country, the route passes from the city out into the country and is quite scenic. Plenty of notable landmarks make it
even better!

+ Scenery and location is fantastic.
+ All scenarios work properly
+ Locomotives are interesting and drive easily with no major issues
+ All achievements trigger properly
+ Impressive landmarks. (Made me use Googlemaps!)

- Extremely poor performance in some areas due to the antiquated game engine. It is an alright time waster.

However, the controls are frustratingly awful and music is just plain bad and repetitive.. A great idea implemented really well,
thanks Devs (who are really active).. Best strategy tower defense game on the Market! Hope to see more by the devs ! Maybe a
new update for a new soldier or something! Keep up the good work!. Really enjoyable game, especially in cooperation mode. It
gets more challenging with every next level.
Things appearing in the background will surprise you!
Excellent price-quality ratio, truly a must-have game.. It may be a modernized remake of a classic but it still holds a candle to
original creations. This game for me is one that not only captures the essence of good storytelling but in a way I don't see very
often. The combat being a center focal point and narrative push makes be engaged and focused on the story aspect. The story is
deep and intense. It combines elements of friendship, love, sacrifice, betrayal, greed and revenge to tell a very heartfelt story. I
felt a sense of dread many times throughout the story and rightly so quite often.

Each character of the game have purpose and reason. The voice actors are ace and really show the expressive attitudes of each.
The city in which the game is based is big enough to explore but too big where traveling becomes a bore.

The mini games are arguably its strongest (and, at times, quirkiest) feature. The mini games are a blast to play and there is a
great variety, from bowling and billiards to more obscure things like pocket car racing with little kids and rock paper scissors in
the form of bikini clad women dressed as bugs. No matter what you like, probably has a mini game that suits you.
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Unplayable, horrible, remove this game from steam.

\u00c8 ingiocabile, orribile, rimuovetelo da steam.. This game is the most confusing one i've ever played, you spawn garlics on
right click and make explosions on left click. No doubt that this game is still in a early stage and i will recommend you to buy it
to support the devs not to get a playable game.

I made a gameplay review fot you: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=p5SLvqYx-J4. Patchouli Knowledge is my wife and I
am canonically her husband
. This has potential as a chat bot, but the developers appear to have now abandoned it. Weird feature additions, such as the
removal of content and replacing it with micro-transactions (now removed), really makes me wonder what these guys were
thinking. The store page screenshots still show MSW having a Game Room, which was removed during the in-app debacle and
never restored. The player could originally go to the beach and park with Mizuki as well (shown in gifs further down the store
page), but these too are gone. Miracle Gates had posted a news update two months ago stating development was "paused" and
they were turning the engine used in this into a full chat bot maker program elsewhere, but that has since been deleted...so who
knows what's really happening.. THIS GAME IS AMAZING IN VR... I totally enjoyed it, it's a must!!. Interesting game.
I enjoy it allot. Very nice music and setting.
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